FLOWCHART 1: FOLLOW-UP W1 PARTICIPANTS BEFORE THE FIELDWORK

Address and phone updating (ACCESS/CASES/TCV)

Address available

Yes

Sending of brochure to W1 participants

No

Contact by phone

Home

Other phone

Contacts from W1

Address corrected and brochure sent

Address unavailable: alternate sources

NDI

Credit Bureau

Other Internet sources

Person hired to track participant

No information available to locate the participant

Interviewer sent to the field

Brochure not back

Interviewer sent to the field

Brochure back

Other phone

Interviewer sent to the field

Brochure not back

Interviewer sent to the field

Brochure back

PREHCO (W2)
FLOWCHART 2A: TRACKING OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE FIELDWORK WHEN THE HOUSEHOLD IS LOCATED

CASE ASSIGNED TO INTERVIEWER

- Household located using the available address
  - Household destroyed
  - Household abandoned
  - Household not occupied
  - Household occupied

MEANING THAT THE TARGET:
- MOVED
- DIED
- IS INSTITUTIONALIZED

Data available to locate the target

Use of alternate sources of information to locate the target

YES

CODING ACCORDINGLY

- Target found for deceased or institutionalized targets

- Other residents
- Target resident

No

CASE READY FOR INTERVIEWING

No
FLOWCHART 2A: TRACKING OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE FIELDWORK WHEN THE HOUSEHOLD IS NOT LOCATED

CASE ASSIGNED TO INTERVIEWER

Household not located using the available address

INTERVIEWER

Communication with W1 contacts

Communication with neighbors

SUPERVISOR

Check W1 enumeration and interview coordinates

CASE READY FOR INTERVIEWING

Yes

Data

Result

No data

The interview cannot be done

Proper coding

Case reassigned as difficult case

TARGET LOCATED
TARGET DEAD
TARGET INSTITUTIONALIZED

PREHCO (W2)
FLOWCHART 3: INITIAL PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE THE TYPE OF INTERVIEW

CASE ASSIGNED FOR INTERVIEWING

FIRST OF ALL THE TYPE OF INTERVIEW IS SELECTED

DEAD

PROXY AVAILABLE

No

TEMPORARY CODE/LOOK FOR PROXY

Yes

DEAD TARGET PROXY INTERVIEW

INSTUTIONALIZED

PROXY AVAILABLE

No

TEMPORARY CODE/LOOK FOR PROXY

Yes

INSTUTIONALIZED TARGET PROXY INTERVIEW

LIVING IN THE HOUSE

TARGET AVAILABLE

No

TEMPORARY CODE/FURTHER ATTEMPTS

Yes

INTERVIEW BEGINS

FOR DEAD OR INSTUTIONALIZED PROXY INTERVIEWS THE ORDER WILL BE:
- PROXY QUALIFICATION
- SECTION A (MODIFIED)
- DEAD OR INSTUTIONALIZED MODULE

COMPLETE THE REST OF THE INTERVIEW

SECTION C HOUSEHOLD ROSTER

CONFIRM / UPDATE DATA

CHECK IF TARGET'S HOUSEHOLD IS THE SAME (W1)

CONFIRM / UPDATE DATA

LOOK FOR PROXY AND QUALIFY HIM

FAILED

MINI-MENTAL

PASSED

PREHCO (W2)